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False positive rates in the determination of changes in probing depth-related periodontal measurements


False positive rates associated with changes in periodontal probing measurements (changes which are of such magnitude as to be construed as due to disease or healing when the observed changes are actually due to measurement error) were estimated by computerized simulation. In the first phase of the simulation study, various distributions of error variances among sites were evaluated for their ability to produce matches to an empirical distribution of differences between replicate measurements. In the second phase of the study, distributions of variances identified in Phase I were used to estimate the false positive rate, under conditions of no actual change, for detection methods based on critical differences between averaged pairs of measurements. This rate was found to be substantially greater than that predicted using normal distribution probabilities and, for a difference of \( \geq 2.5 \) mm, approached one false detection per examination of 168 sites. In the third phase of the study, simulation procedures were extended to the tolerance detection methodology and the false positive rate, in the absence of real change, was almost one detection per two examinations. This simulation suggested that perhaps one third of tolerance detected "bursts" of periodontal attachment change may be false positives attributable to measurement error.

Introduction

Evidence for rapid changes in periodontal attachment level and pocket depth is based almost exclusively on differences between sequential periodontal probing measurements. Real attachment losses are postulated to have occurred if changes at or beyond a specified magnitude are present at frequencies substantially above those expected by chance. Should such "excessive" events occur, depending on the time intervals involved, the burst theory of periodontal attachment loss (1, 2) may be supported and implications for clinical intervention drawn. The general problems of periodontal burst detection and the clinical use of this information have been discussed elsewhere (3). The present research is directed toward the evaluation of false positive rates in burst detection under conditions of no actual change (alpha error).

Previous investigators (4) have tended to use detection criteria (e.g., "regression", "tolerance" and running medians methods) for changes in attachment levels which are not easily analyzed with respect to false positive rates, and it has therefore been necessary to depend on simulation to provide these estimates. Although simulation can be useful, this approach requires very careful consideration of method. The conditions under which previous simulations have been run (5), however, are not completely explicit and may not generalize to actual conditions. The present report considers burst detection methods based on attachment level differences both between pairs of replicated (and averaged) scores and in excess of tolerance thresholds.

Method and Results

This simulation study is organized into three phases. Each phase considers distributions of attachment level measurements that would be collected when no real changes have occurred, variability being due solely to measurement error. In the first phase, procedures are identified which can produce distributions of differences in replicate measurements that approximate empirical data. In the second phase, these methods are applied to the estimation of false positive rates when differences between averaged pairs of measurements are used to identify bursts of periodontal attachment loss. In the third phase these methods are extended to the situation where differences between averaged replicate measurements must exceed the three thresholds of the tolerance detection methodology (4).

Phase I

Comprehensive data on the distribution of differences of 48,064 replicate measurements at periodontal probing sites (when there has been no opportunity for real change) are available (5) and have been summarized in the first column of data in Table 1. Based on the...
computed standard deviation of differences (SDdiff) of 0.7727, the estimated standard deviation of individual scores (SD) is 0.5464 (SD = SDdiff/√2; see Appendix).

This distribution of measurement error is not normal, however, as evidenced in part by kurtosis of 9.714 (6), while for a normal distribution kurtosis should be 3.0 (7). High kurtosis stems from either concentration of probability mass near the population mean (tendency towards a peaked unimodal distribution) or probability mass in the tails (tendency towards a bimodal distribution) (8). In section of the data indicates that the increase in kurtosis, from that of a normal distribution, stemmed from both of these sources.

The 14 simulations in Table 1 describe attempts to mirror this empirical distribution of differences. An initial problem in approaching this task is that the SD of 0.5464 incorporates disturbances due to score rounding and variance heterogeneity. It is well established that variation associated with probing depth measurements increases with depth (1, 9), for example. Thus, if one were to eliminate the effect of rounding the actual SD would probably not be 0.5464, and because of variance heterogeneity, probabilities associated with SD values could not be determined using the normal distribution.

The first simulation (0/0) in Table 1 (the methodology of which will be described later) naively uses σ of 0.5464 at all sites. As suggested by the discussion of kurtosis, the resultant distribution of differences exhibits too few differences of both 0 mm and greater than or equal to 3 mm. The sample SD is also too large, which is the result of distributional distortions caused by rounding. Selecting a smaller σ for the simulation would increase the percentage of zero differences but would further reduce the percentage of larger differences. It is therefore appropriate to investigate variance heterogeneity among sites as a means to achieve correspondence to the empirical distribution.

Forty-two simulations, of 10,000 sites (trials) each, were undertaken where score rounding to the nearest whole millimeter and heterogeneity of error variance were incorporated into the methodology. The objective was to define simulation conditions that produced distributions of differences that resembled the empirical data.

On each simulation trial, two random normal deviates (site measurements) were selected from a distribution with specified σ and constant mean. Each measurement was rounded to the nearest whole millimeter and a difference was computed. The SDdiff and SD were computed on the accumulated data on every trial after there were at least two trials simulated and at least one trial had a difference score other than zero. If the SD was greater than 0.5464 then a σ was randomly chosen for the next site from the uniform interval 0.5464 minus a specified value. If the SD was less than 0.5464 then a σ was chosen for the next site from the uniform interval 0.5464 plus a specified value. If the SD was equal to 0.5464 then σ for the next trial was 0.5464. In this way the terminal SD would be very close to 0.5464. The 14 pairs of specified values that determined the lower and upper bounds on σ are described in Table 1 where the value to the left of the slash to 0.5464 plus the value to the right of the slash.

Chi-square on observed frequencies versus those expected from Goodson's empirical data. The categories were 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 or more mm. The critical Chi-square (p < .05, df = 5) is 11.07.

Table 1. Percent of replicate measurements exhibiting differences at specified absolute magnitudes, from empirical data and from 14 simulations of 10,000 sites each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diff</th>
<th>Goodson*</th>
<th>0/0</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.10</th>
<th>0.15</th>
<th>0.25</th>
<th>0.35</th>
<th>0.45</th>
<th>0.55</th>
<th>0.65</th>
<th>0.75</th>
<th>0.85</th>
<th>0.95</th>
<th>1.05</th>
<th>1.15</th>
<th>1.25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>63.382</td>
<td>47.75</td>
<td>52.05</td>
<td>55.45</td>
<td>59.74</td>
<td>63.87</td>
<td>66.65</td>
<td>60.73</td>
<td>61.08</td>
<td>62.28</td>
<td>62.69</td>
<td>63.12</td>
<td>63.00</td>
<td>62.93</td>
<td>64.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32.157</td>
<td>46.62</td>
<td>42.60</td>
<td>39.83</td>
<td>34.69</td>
<td>29.61</td>
<td>26.84</td>
<td>33.86</td>
<td>33.63</td>
<td>32.10</td>
<td>31.76</td>
<td>31.54</td>
<td>31.51</td>
<td>31.92</td>
<td>31.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.722</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD + 0.5464 0.5681 0.5464 0.5465 0.5467 0.5464 0.5465 0.5463 0.5468 0.5469 0.5465 0.5469 0.5469 0.5466 0.5480

**TRLS** with σ < 0.5464 0.9975 0.9393 0.7565 0.7404 0.7113 0.7944 0.8423 0.8452 0.8837 0.8935 0.8890 0.9168 0.9244 0.9244 0.9244

**Chi-square** 1281.6 656.9 340.2 105.8 153.3 224.3 56.4 47.1 48.5 37.8 32.3 33.2 22.3 24.6


* The σ used in the simulations of 10,000 sites were within the range .5464 minus the value to the left of the slash to .5464 plus the value to the right of the slash.

* Chi-square on observed frequencies versus those expected from Goodson's empirical data. The categories were 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 or more mm. The critical Chi-square (p < .05, df = 5) is 11.07.
from 0.9464 to 1.6464 generally appear to be more successful. Particular attention is directed to simulations 0.3/0.7 through 0.3/1.0 which compare reasonably well with the empirical data.

These conclusions are supported by chi-square tests, described in Table 1, which indicate that simulation 0.3/1.0 exhibited the closest fit to the empirical data. The quality of this fit in terms of cumulative percentages is presented graphically in Fig. 1. All the simulations differed at statistically significant levels from the empirical distribution. However, this appears to result in some cases from minor distributional differences which become influential with sample sizes of 10 000. In simulation 0.3/1.0, the largest discrepancy from the empirical data is at 2 mm; where the simulation exhibits 4.28% of sites and the clinical study 3.722%. The potential effect of this discrepancy on false positive rates may be offset, however, by lower percentages of differences at 5 mm or more. Nevertheless, small distributional differences may have important effects in this type of simulation and continued efforts toward generating a more perfect fit are warranted.

It is of interest to note the frequency of trials where $\sigma$ was selected below or above 0.5464. As the upper bound on $\sigma$ increases there is greater opportunity for larger differences between replicate measurements. When large differences occur the computed SD will increase and a substantial number of compensatory trials will follow where $\sigma$ is selected from the interval below 0.5464. For simulation 0.3/1.0, 9168 sites were generated with $\sigma$ less than 0.5464 and only 830 sites with $\sigma$ above this value. If probing depth is related to probing error, then this conceptually corresponds to the situation where there are many shallower pockets that can be measured with accuracy and a few deep pockets that are subject to substantial measurement error.

**Phase II**

The simulation methodology described was modified in order to investigate the distribution of differences of averaged pairs of measurements. Four random normal deviates were generated for each site, rather than two. Each score was rounded to the nearest whole millimeter, the first two and the second two scores were averaged and the difference between these was the primary datum. The procedure to determine $\sigma$ for the next trial was identical to Phase I except that the SD was estimated as $SD_{diff}$, rather than $SD_{diff}/2$, for the case of differences between averaged paired scores (Appendix).

Table 2 provides results for simulations of 50 000 trials each for conditions 0.3/0.4, 0.3/0.7, and 0.3/1.0. Also reported are empirical results reported in the literature (10) which were collected in a manner to preclude actual disease or healing-related changes. The simulated data tend to predict somewhat fewer large differences than empirically determined. Simulation 0.3/1.0, however, matches the empirical data very well when attention is restricted to differences greater than or equal to 2.0 mm. Using the de facto standard critical difference of 2.5 mm between paired averaged scores, 48 sites per 10 000 were detected as changed in the simulation, an estimate close to the reported empirical value of 50.

**Phase III**

In a clinical study investigating burst detection, site measurements were made approximately bimonthly for 1 yr and burst rates of 393 per 10 000 sites were reported (134 of 3414 sites in 22 subjects changed in attachment level as indicated by the tolerance method) (4). In addition to effects associated with the three detection thresholds, the study also incorporates six opportunities for change at each site (month 0 versus month 2, 2 vs 4, and so forth). The simulation procedures were therefore modified to investigate false positive rates for the tolerance methodology applied over sequences of seven observations at each site.

Fourteen random normal deviates were generated for each of 168 sites for each of 100 simulated subjects. Sequential pairs of scores were rounded and averaged to produce seven site measurements. Although each pair of replicated measurements contributed to the calculated SD value for the patient, $\sigma$ remained constant for all 14 scores generated within a site. This was done in recognition of variance heterogeneity between sites. The $\sigma$ value was preset to 0.5464 for the first site in each patient and re-computed on the basis of SD at the start of the simulation of every site.
Table 2. Rate per 10,000 of replicate averaged pairs of measurements exhibiting differences equal to or greater than the indicated absolute magnitude from, empirical data and from 3 simulations of 50,000 each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diff</th>
<th>Aeppli*</th>
<th>.3/4b</th>
<th>.3/7</th>
<th>.3/1.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5,555</td>
<td>5,256</td>
<td>5,135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1,443</td>
<td>1,371</td>
<td>1,254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>.5464</td>
<td>.5464</td>
<td>.5464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trials with \( \sigma < .5464 \)

40,036  43,337  45,807

Trials with \( \sigma > .5464 \)

9,961  6,661  4,191

* Based on Table 2A in Aeppli D.M., Boen, J. R., and Bandt, C. L. 1985. J Periodontol 56: 262-264. The original data were reported in terms of differences not exceeding specified values but have been converted here to probabilities of differences being "equal to or greater than". The Datum for 0.5 was not reported so that the value used here for 1.0 (2000 per 10000) corresponds to the reported probability of 0.8 that the difference does not exceed zero. These values are for probing depth measurements. Attachment loss measurements that were reported exhibited greater numbers of larger differences.

b See Table 1 for description of nomenclature

c In this table "0" represents the absence of cases.

d Detectors are based on Table 3 and the SD is based on Table 1 of Haffajee, A. D., Socransky, S. S. and Goodson, J. M. 1983. J Clin Periodontol 10: 298-310.

The tolerance detection thresholds described in the 1983 report were followed except that the subject threshold was not computed on all data for the subject but only on the data for the observation numbers (visits) involved in the comparison.

Table 3. Actual and simulated detected changes using tolerance methodology applied to seven observations (six comparisons) per site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of sites</th>
<th>Haffajee*</th>
<th>Simulation*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sites with ( \sigma &lt; .5464 )</td>
<td>34,145</td>
<td>16,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sites with ( \sigma &gt; .5464 )</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of changes</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes per 10,000 observations</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average SD</td>
<td>.5798</td>
<td>.5513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sites with ( \sigma &lt; .5464 )</td>
<td>15,293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sites with ( \sigma &gt; .5464 )</td>
<td>1,507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total changes ( &gt; 2.5 ) mm</td>
<td>423</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes per 10,000 (168 x 6 x 100/10000)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three thresholds of the tolerance method are not easily modeled and it would appear that in some simulations a critical value of 2.5 mm between averaged scores has been used in lieu of at least some portions of the complete method (5; pp 448-449). With apparent use of normal distribution assumptions and \( \sigma \) of 0.55, the false positive rate for the 2.5 mm criterion had been estimated at 1.2 per 10,000 (5). This compares with the simple normal theory expectation (no threshold aspects of methodology being simulated) of \( \Pr(|Z| \geq 2.5/5464 = 4.5754) = 0.05 \) per 10,000. The simulated rate found here of 48 per 10,000 is approximately 40 times larger than had been reported when variance heterogeneity was not considered. Under conditions where there has been no real change in attachment level, an examiner can therefore expect to identify, by chance, a single change greater than or equal to 2.5 mm between averaged measurements, per examination of 168 sites (Phase II, 48/10,000 x 168 = 0.81; Phase III, 42/10,000 x 168 = 0.71).

The reported change rate (losses and gains) of 393 per 10,000 sites over six observations, using the tolerance methodology (4), can be compared to 129 found in the Phase III simulation. The simulation, however, may be an oversimplification of the actual sampling environment. Non-random differences between subjects in the values of SDdiff, which have been reported to range from 0.52 to 1.30 (4), and non-random effects associated with observation number were not considered in the simulation. Effects of site were incorporated (SD values being recomputed between but not within sites) but the degree to which this manipulation reproduces empirical data is unknown. Nevertheless, 33% (129/393) may represent a reasonable estimate of the false positive rate associated.
ated with the complete tolerance detection method, under conditions of no actual change in attachment level. Over the course of six examinations of a single patient, an examiner can therefore expect to detect two (216/16,800 x 168 = 2.16) changed sites by chance. On a single examination the probability is almost one in two.

False positive rates simulated here under conditions of no real change are of important magnitudes. It is also apparent that changes in attachment level of substantially less magnitude than suggested by fixed millimeter or tolerance criteria may be detected because of their superimposition on what has been shown to be influential levels of measurement error. A generalized loss of attachment of relatively small magnitude could account for the asymmetry in the empirical data (70% of tolerance detected changes were losses; 4).

The problem of false positives may or may not be of practical importance, depending upon the purposes and decisions that are involved and the actual incidence of true attachment level changes of clinically important magnitudes. Nevertheless, a Type I (alpha) error rate estimate of 33% for the tolerance methodology necessitates cautious use in the clinical setting and suggests that experimental studies directed towards the identification of disease correlates may have less than expected power due to case misclassification. Construction of more stringent criteria is probably not a viable solution because of the effects this would have on false negative rates.

The burst theory of periodontal attachment loss has been supported by evidence that frequencies of large losses exceed those predicted by chance. The present investigation suggests that previous estimates of alpha error based on normal assumptions may be underestimated and that detection of periodontal sites undergoing rapid change in attachment level may not be as accurate as previously assumed. Although the potential for rapid change is clear, particularly with respect to loss, the present findings re-emphasize the significance and implications of the measurement problem.
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Appendix

Where X is a variable and a is a constant, it can be shown that:

\[ \text{var}[aX] = a^2 \text{var}[X]. \]

If scores \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n \) are randomly selected from the same distribution following the relationships hold:

\[ \text{var}[X_i] = \text{var}[X], \]
\[ \text{var}[X_i \pm X_i] = \text{var}[X_i] + \text{var}[X_i]. \]

Using these facts, the standard deviation of the difference between two scores selected from a normal distribution with \( \sigma \) equal to 0.5464 can be shown to equal 0.7727 as follows:

\[ \sigma_{\text{diff}} = \sqrt{\text{var}[X_i] - \text{var}[X_i]}, \]
\[ = \text{var}[X_i] + \text{var}[X_i], \]
\[ = \sqrt{\text{var}[X_i]}, \]
\[ = \sqrt{\text{var}[X_i]} = 0.7727. \]

The standard deviation of the difference between the mean of two pairs of scores can be derived in a similar fashion.

\[ \sigma_{\text{diff}} = \sqrt{\text{var}[X_i] + \text{var}[X_i]}/2 - (\sqrt{\text{var}[X_i]} + \sqrt{\text{var}[X_i]}). \]

\[ = \sqrt{\text{var}[X_i]}/2 + \sqrt{\text{var}[X_i]}/2 \]
\[ = (1/4) \text{var}[X_i] + (1/4) \text{var}[X_i] = 0.5464. \]
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**Abstract:**
False positive rates associated with changes in periodontal probing measurements (changes which are of such magnitude as to be construed as due to disease or healing when the observed changes are actually due to measurement error) were estimated by computerized simulation. In the first phase of the simulation study, various distributions of error variances among sites were evaluated for their ability to produce matches to an empirical distribution of differences between replicate measurements. In
the second phase of the study, distributions of variances
identified in Phase I were used to estimate the false positive
rate, under conditions of no actual change, for detection
methods based on critical differences between averaged pairs
of measurements. This rate was found to be substantially
greater than that predicted using normal distribution
probabilities and, for a difference of ±2.5 mm, approached one
false detection per examination of 168 sites. In the third
phase of the study, simulation procedures were extended to the
tolerance detection methodology and the false positive rate, in
the absence of real change, was almost one detection per two
examinations. This simulation suggested that perhaps one third
of tolerance detected "bursts" of periodontal attachment change
may be false positives attributable to measurement error.